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Preface

Teachers in inclusive classrooms regularly face the difficult task of hav-
ing to modify the curriculum to reach all of their students, many of
whom have special needs. Students with disabilities, whether physical,
emotional, or cognitive in nature, respond to the curriculum different-
ly from other students. For example, depending on the disability itself
and other factors affecting their ability to succeed academically, stu-
dents may need modifications such as advance and graphic organizers,
instructional scaffolding, additional practice and time to complete
assignments, and/or alternative media (e.g., large-print materials,
audiotapes, or electronic materials). Without specific modifications, the
standard curricular materials can be inadequate for these students, and
too frequently they can find themselves blocked from access to essen-
tial aspects of the curriculum. Teachers must adjust the materials or
their presentation to break down the barriers and assist these students
in learning.

The IDEA Amendments of 1997 require that students with disabil-
ities have access to the general education curriculum. This legislative
requirement makes the accessibility of curricular materials an issue of
even greater importance than it otherwise would be. To meet the goal
of equal access to the curriculum for everyone, to enable each student
to engage with his or her lessons in a meaningful way, teachers must be
prepared to provide useful alternatives in terms of both curricular
materials and instructional delivery. Well-adapted materials without an
effective method of teaching are practically useless, but with the prop-
er tools and instructional methods, a good teacher encourages each
member of the class to participate directly in the learning experience.

Unfortunately, teachers who have to work with standard, off-the-
shelf curricular materials usually have little time to develop accommo-
dations for their classes. They need a guidebook that outlines success-
ful adaptation strategies in clear, concise language, something that
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demonstrates the link between purpose and procedure for a teacher in
a classroom of diverse learners. This ERIC/OSEP Mini-Library was
designed to fill the gap for educators who are already engaged in cur-
riculum adaptations as well as those who have not yet begun. The three
volumes in this series

Outline the conceptual strategies behind instructional adaptations.

Present characteristics of classroom materials that allow for effec-
tive adaptations.

Illustrate those adaptations in brief, process-oriented chapters and
vignettes. The adaptations describe best or promising practices that
are based upon relevant special education research.

The Mini-Library consists of three books:

1. An introductory overview on general principles of adaptation of
curricular materials, written by Edward J. Kame'enui and Deborah
Simmons of the University of Oregon.

2. A volume on adaptation for kindergarten through fifth grade,
using the content areas of reading and math, by Jeanne Shay
Schumm of the University of Miami.

3. A volume on adaptation in grades three through eight, in language
arts, social studies, and science, by Jean Schumaker and Keith Lenz
of the University of Kansas.

Clearly, three short volumes cannot cover the range of disabilities
and other diverse learning needs that teachers have to confront. We
have limited our consideration to mild cognitive disabilities and have
focused on adapting materials rather than on delivery (although in
practice the two go hand in hand). For those who wish to read more
about adaptations, the books provide references to additional resources
on effective teaching methods and research.

A Word on Universal Design

This Mini-Library proceeds from the assumption that teachers who
have to adapt instruction for their students usually don't have a say in
choosing the curriculum or designing the materials before they are
expected to use them. This series of publications offers the means to
facilitate that process. If the developers of curricular materials antici-
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pated some of the needs that teachers face in inclusive classrooms, such
as students who read below grade level or who have organizational or
attention-deficit problems, and if they then designed accommodations
for these needs into the materials, that would free up teachers to devote
more time to teaching and less to adapting the curriculum. While this
may sound like an ideal situation, actually it is neither unrealistic nor
far in the future of public school classrooms. Over the past few years,
there has been a concerted effort in special education to promote cur-
ricular materials with built-in adaptations, particularly in digital
media, that are flexible and customizable. Known as universal design for
learning, the movement is based on the principles behind the universal
design movement for access to products and environments for all
users, regardless of sensory or physical disabilities.

The educational strategies behind universal design for learning
basically underlie any sort of classroom adaptations. When a teacher
adapts a curriculum, she or he works to accommodate as many student
needs as possible by developing an array of potential supports. An
unadapted curriculum generally is one-size-fits-all, but adapted mate-
rials can be tailored to the students. In this way, universally designed
materials can accommodate students where they need it, but those sup-
ports are incorporated during the development phase, rather than hav-
ing to be added after the fact. The same strategies that teachers use to
adapt inefficient or inconsiderate materials go into universally
designed curricular materials. A history text, for example, is written to
include graphic organizers and strategic questions to help students
who would find a typical text inaccessible but also to provide a chal-
lenge for those who would otherwise find it boring or unengaging. A
digital reading program can highlight the text word for word or sen-
tence by sentence for students who have difficulty following along by
themselves, or it can say the words out loud for those who need more
familiarity with the sounds of what they read. Such adaptations could
be designed and provided by teachersand this Mini-Library pro-
vides a number of successful examplesbut the more resources that
come packaged with the curriculum, the greater its flexibility and the
less it has to be modified by the teacher.

Although materials that incorporate aspects of universal design
have yet to become routine in schools, school districts in several states
already are using preadapted books and digital media in their class-
rooms. For example, under a Department of Education grant, the
Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST) is currently working
with the State of New Hampshire to study the potential of technology
to promote literacy for all students. This project, now implemented in
16 New England schools, uses a CD-ROM-based instructional pro-
gram, WiggleWorks, that employs principles of universal design for

vii
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learning. Other states, such as Texas and California, are using such
preadapted, technology-supported programs for curriculum delivery.
As technology inevitably plays an increasingly central instructional
role, the concept of universal design for learning will gain prominence.

A Final Word on Adaptations

No computer or other classroom tool, no adapted materials can ever
take the place of the teacher. Without an informed and dedicated
teacher directing the learning, without someone who knows the stu-
dents well enough to know what barriers to break down and where
and how much to challenge a student, then even the best tools will be
useless. Universally designed and adapted curricular materials are
intended to provide teachers with more time and better means to get
the job done, not to do the job for them.
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Introduction

The majority of students with mild disabilities receive some, if not all,
of their education with their general education peers. This has become
increasingly more common in recent years with the movement toward
full-time inclusion of students with disabilities in general education
classrooms (Lewin, 1997; National Joint Committee on Learning
Disabilities, 1993). In addition, recent surges in immigration have led to
increased cultural and linguistic diversity in classrooms in the United
States. Because of these changes in the demographic composition of
classrooms, the notion of "one-size-fits-all" instruction is no longer a
viable approach. For a variety of reasons, many students cannot keep
pace with the curriculum as it is structured for the mainstream.
Ironically, even though more students are included in general educa-
tion classrooms they may still feel excluded from the basic right to
learn.

In-class segregation can be diminished, if not eliminated, with the
use of well-planned, skillfully implemented instructional adaptations.
Adaptations are adjustments that teachers make to provide students
with the systems and support they need to be successful learners.
These adaptations might be routine or incidental, short-term or long-
term, individualized or not. Adaptations might be actual changes to
the materials students use or to the instructional practices related to
those materials. The good news is that students of all grade groupings
and achievement levels appreciate teachers who make adaptations
(Schumm & Vaughn, 1994; Vaughn, Schumm, Niarhos, & Daugherty,
1993; Vaughn, Schumm, Niarhos, & Gordon, 1993). The bad news is
that students (and their parents) often do not feel that they are getting
the adaptations they need (Schumm, Vaughn, & Saumell, 1992).

1
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Classroom teachers shoulder the primary responsibility for meet-
ing the educational needs of all students in the classroom, in spite of
the fact that many teachers have not learned how to accommodate stu-
dents with academic, cultural, or linguistic differences in their preser-
vice or inservice professional development programs (Schumm &
Vaughn, 1992). Moreover, many teachers have not had the opportunity
to develop expertise in working with a wide array of other profession-
als (e.g., Title 1 teachers, special education teachers) with whom they
may now coteach (Bauwens & Hourcade, 1995; Cook & Friend, 1995;
Reinhiller, 1996). Teachers who are familiar with instructional accom-
modations frequently indicate that adaptations are desirable in pro-
moting student learning, but they are not always logistically possible
to implement due to barriers such as class size and lack of adequate
instructional resources (Schumm & Vaughn, 1991). Consequently, even
experienced, competent, caring teachers cannot always provide stu-
dents with challenges in learning to read, write, and compute with the
accommodations they need (Schumm, Vaughn, Haager, McDowell,
Rothlein, & Saumell, 1995).

Purpose and Focus of the Book

The primary purpose of this book is to provide elementary school
teachers (grades K-5) with suggestions and guidelines for making
adaptations for students with mild disabilities in the general education
classroom. We focus on reading and mathematics because difficulty in
mastering these tools for learning is the primary reason for referral for
special education services in the elementary grades. Providing young-
sters the instruction they need in learning to read and compute and to
apply those competencies in real-world applications is a fundamental
goal of elementary education. When children do not meet this funda-
mental goal, it is of dire concern to parents and teachers alike.

This book is not intended to be comprehensive in scope. Rather, it
is intended as a handbook, providing basic tools for organizing class-
rooms for adaptations, and as a sampler of adaptations that have been
used successfully in elementary classrooms. Teachers, as well as
administrators, are encouraged to view the book as a springboard for
thinking flexibly and creatively about how to meet the challenge of
teaching a wide range of students in the classroom. With flexibility and
creativity on the part of a team of caring, competent professionals, this
challenge can be met! If there is a true team effort in the school, teach-
ers and administrators will work together and administrators can
encourage teachers to consider and apply adaptations in their classes.

1 ID
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How the Book Is Organized

The book is organized into two chapters. Chapter 1 presents eight prin-
ciples for materials adaptation organized according to the acronym
FLEXIBLE. Chapter 2 provides suggestions for making adaptations to
materials for reading and mathematics instruction in the elementary
grades. The suggestions are divided into four categories: providing
direct assistance, structuring lessons to promote learning from materi-
als, simplifying or supplementing existing materials, and teaching
strategies for using materials.

Authors' note: Much of the research on which the text of this introduc-
tion is based was conducted at the University of Miami Office of
School-based Research under the direction of Sharon Vaughn and
Jeanne Shay Schumm. The first-person references relate to this research
group rather than the general editorial "we."
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1

Principles for
Adapting Materials

Access to the mainstream reading and mathematics curriculum is not
about place (Vaughn & Schumm, 1996). Simply placing students with
mild disabilities in the general education classroom and issuing them a
grade-level textbook is not enough. Appropriate and reasonable adap-
tations are needed if the individual student's basic right to learn is to be
ensured. But how can this be accomplished? How can the busy profes-
sional implement adaptations for individual children while maintain-
ing the equilibrium of the class as a whole? The answer is flexibility.

In this chapter you'll learn about eight principles for making adap-
tations in the elementary classroom. Our conversations with teachers
have helped us learn that the task of meeting individual needs is not
always easy, but with some flexible, creative thinking it can be done.
These principles are derived from years of research in general educa-
tion classrooms that include students with disabilities (for summaries,
see Schumm & Vaughn, 1994; Schumm & Vaughn, 1995). Surveys, indi-
vidual interviews, and focus group interviews with students and
teachers, as well as classroom observations, have provided important
information about what is needed for student success, what adapta-
tions students and teachers prefer, and what is reasonable for general
education teachers to implement. Teachers are encouraged to keep
these principles in mind when selecting adaptations to meet the needs
of individual students.

The principles have been organized using the acronym FLEXIBLE.
Each principle is accompanied by a set of questions that teachers can
use in selecting potential adaptations (see Figure 1). The eight princi-
ples can be triggered using the key words described here.

5
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The "FLEXIBLE" Acronym
Feasible
Lively
Eliminated

EXplicit
Intentional
Beneficial
Limelight
Evaluated

FIGURE 1
The FLEXIBLE Principle:

Questions to Ask Before Selecting Potential Adaptations

1 . Feasible: Successful
adaptations must be
feasible for classroom
teachers to implement.

2. Lively: Successful
adaptations must be
lively, engaging,
and/or fun.

3. Eliminated: Successful
adaptations must be
developed with the
goal of working toward
independence with a
gradual fading and
eventual elimination of
the adaptation.

4. EXplicit: Successful
adaptations must have
a definite purposea
purpose that is made

When can I fit the adaptation into the
daily schedule?
What human and/or material resources
do I have to implement the adaptation?
What human and/or material resources
do I need to implement the adaptation?

How can I use the adaptation to pro-
mote active learning?
How can I plan this adaptation to be
interesting and fun?
What strategies can I use to motivate
the student(s) so that I can continue
to use this adaptation over a period
of time?

What steps are needed to fade the
adaptation over a period of time?
What additional instruction do I need
to provide to work toward the eventual
elimination of the adaptation?
How will the student use this adapta-
tion as a step to another skill or as a
regular part of his or her repertoire?

What is the intent or purpose of this
adaptation?
How will I communicate the purpose
of the adaptation to the student?

continues
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FIGURE 1 (Continued)

explicit to students,
other professionals in
the classroom, par-
ents, and, if neces-
sary, the student's
peers?

5. Intentional: Successful
adaptations should be
part of a comprehen-
sive plan for the stu-
dent with disabilities.

6. Beneficial: Successful
adaptations should
benefit the student
with disabilities and
either enhance or at
least not detract from
the learning of other
students in the class-
room.

7. Limelight: Successful
adaptations do not
place undue attention
on the student with
disabilities or put the
student in a potentially
embarrassing situa-
tion.

8. Evaluated: Successful
adaptations are evalu-
ated on an ongoing
basis.

What other people need to know about
the adaptation (e.g., parents, other pro-
fessionals, other students)?
How will I communicate the purpose of
the adaptation to others?

How does this adaptation fit with goals
on the student's IEP?
How does this adaptation fit with goals
and objectives set by district and/or
state guidelines?

How does the adaptation benefit the
student with disabilities?
Can other students benefit from the
adaptation as well?
How can I implement the adaptation
so that it enhances and does not
detract from the learning of other
stUdents in the classroom?

How and when can I implement the
adaptation so that it does not put the
student with disabilities in an unfavor-
able position?

How effective is the adaptation in pro-
moting learning for the student?
What impact does the adaptation have
on the social adjustment of the student?
What does the student like and dislike
about the adaptation?
What do the parents like and dislike
about the adaptation?
What do I need to change about the
adaptation?
Is the student ready to take on a higher
level of independence?

7
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1. Feasible

Successful adaptations must be feasible for classroom
teachers to implement.

The first principle of making adaptations is that adaptations must be
feasible to use. While teachers may recognize the desirability of an
adaptation in terms of promoting student learning, if the adaptation is
not "doable," it is less likely to be implemented on an ongoing basis.
For example, rewriting mathematics word problems using more read-
able terminology and bullets to highlight key steps may be desirable in
helping a student read and understand, but the feasibility of the
teacher's being able to rewrite the text week in and week out is not
very high.

Addressing the feasibility of adaptations is in no way meant to
imply that teachers are lazy or are not interested in meeting the needs
of students. It is a pragmatic realitylimited planning time, instruc-
tional time, and resources, coupled with overcrowded classes, make it
a practical necessity to think of efficient and effective ways to teach all
students.

Some adaptations are naturally more feasible to implement than
others (Schumm & Vaughn, 1991). Adaptations such as establishing
appropriate routines, providing reinforcement and encouragement,
and establishing reasonable expectations are relatively easy to accom-
plish. Others, such as rewriting regular materials, using alternative
materials, and individualizing instruction, require some consideration
of logistics. In the case of adaptations that are more logistically com-
plicated, feasibility can be enhanced through the imaginative use of
additional resources, both human (e.g., volunteers, parents, parapro-
fessionals, other students) and material (e.g., technology, supplemental
materials, manipulatives).

In evaluating potential adaptations for feasibility, the key ques-
tions are as follows:

When can I fit the adaptation into the daily schedule?

What human and/or material resources do I have to implement the
adaptation?

What human and/or material resources do I need to implement the
adaptation?

8



2. Lively

Successful adaptations must be lively, engaging, and/or
fun.

The more lively, engaging, and fun the adaptation, the mote likely it is
that students will like it and will tolerate its continued use. One com-
mon criticism of remedial teaching practices is that they are dull, repet-
itive, and uninviting and cause students to become disengaged and
discouraged. The same holds true for adaptations for students with
disabilities in the general education classroom.

In selecting adaptations, the "customer satisfaction" element
should be considered using the following questions:

How can I use the adaptation to promote active learning?

How can I plan this adaptation to be interesting and fun?

What strategies can I use to motivate the student(s) so that I can
continue to use this adaptation over a period of time?

3. Eliminated

Successful adaptations must be developed with the goal
of working toward independence, with a gradual fading
and eventual elimination of the adaptation.

Ideally, an adaptation should serve as a temporary scaffold to support
student learning.' If the scaffold is not gradually removed, the student
does not have the opportunity to work toward independence. One
reading specialist recently voiced complaints during individualized
education program (IEP) meetings about the use of audiotaped text-
books as an instructional adaptation. Her concern was that audiotapes

1For a further discussion of the principle of scaffolding, see Volume 1 of this series,
pp. 17-20.
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were being used as a substitute for teaching children how to read.2
Adaptations should be thought of as a temporary supporta support
that will eventually be faded and eliminated with supplemental
instruction.

Here are some questions to guide thinking about the elimination
issue:

What steps are needed to fade the adaptation over a period of
time?

What additional instruction do I need to provide to work toward
the eventual elimination of the adaptation?

How will the student use this adaptation as a step to another skill
or as a regular part of his or her repertoire?

4. EXplicit

Successful adaptations must have a definite purpose
a purpose that is made explicit to students, other profes-
sionals in the classroom, parents, and, if necessary, the
student's peers.

Adaptations are most effective when they are purposeful. If students
understand how the adaptation will help them learn and are aware of
the potential benefits, it is more likely to be well received and sus-
tained. The purpose also should be made clear to other professionals
working in the classroom and to parents. The more key stakeholders
who are informed and supportive of the additional help, the better.

Explaining an adaptation to a student's peers can be a sticky mat-
ter. At the elementary school level, adaptations can be implemented
without taunting and discord if the teacher sets a positive classroom
climate in which individual differences are tolerated and even appreci-
ated. There are times when some students think that getting extra help,
extra time to take a test, or less difficult homework is simply not fair. In

2 The use of audiotapes as an unmediated adaptation must be approached with great cau-
tion. For a fuller discussion of a successful adaptation using audiotapes, see Volume 3 of
this Mini-Library, pp. 34-36. Also, when the goal is not to teach reading but to enhance
content area comprehension, audiotaping can be a successful strategy; see Adaptation 8
of this volume (pp. 50-53) for an appropriate use of audiotaping of text.
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such cases, a simple, direct explanation may be needed. For the most
part, students are tolerant of adaptations and appreciate teachers who
take the time to implement them.

Following are questions to consider related to issues of explicit-
ness:

What is the intent or purpose of this adaptation?

How will I communicate the purpose of the adaptation to the stu-
dent?

What other people need to know about the adaptation (e.g., par-
ents, other professionals, other students)?

How will I communicate the purpose of the adaptation to others?

5. Intentional

Successful adaptations should be part of a comprehensive
plan for the student with disabilities.

Classroom observations reveal that general education teachers do
make some adaptations for students with mild disabilities (McIntosh,
Vaughn, Schumm, Haager, & Lee, 1993; Schumm et al., 1995). Most fre-
quently, adaptations are made during a lesson when a student doesn't
seem to be grasping a concept or mastering a skill. However, such
adaptations tend to be idiosyncratic, incidental, and not part of a com-
prehensive plan for the student. While some on-the-spot adaptations
are warranted, successful adaptations should be used routinely and be
part of a larger plan to help students grow toward independence.
Adaptations should also be planned in light of the goals set in the stu-
dent's IEP. A makeshift adaptation may be "overkill" or inadequate
when considered in this longer-range context. Also, an adaptation
should consider the goals set by the state or district, as well as the
assessment process for students with disabilities.

In thinking about an adaptation, teachers should consider the fol-
lowing questions:

How does this adaptation fit with goals on the student's IEP?

How does this adaptation fit with goals and objectives set by dis-
trict and/or state guidelines?

11
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6. Beneficial

Successful adaptations should benefit the student with
disabilities and enhance, or at least not detract from, the
learning of other students in the classroom.

An adaptation should provide an educational benefit for the student
with disabilities. However, some adaptations can be considered to be
just good teaching techniques and can be used with all students in the
classroom. For example, study guides to help students read difficult
informational material can 'benefit students at all achievement levels
(Schumm, Vaughn, & Saumell, 1992).

When considering the selection of an adaptation the teacher should
also bear in mind the needs of students with language differences. If
teachers have to make separate adaptations for students with disabili-
ties and separate adaptations for students with language differences,
the temptation is not to make adaptations at all. Students with disabil-
ities and those with language differences have unique learning needs,
and teachers should not lump those differential needs into one pack-
age. However, many adaptations, such as graphic organizers, are rec-
ommended for both groups of students. To the degree that it is possi-
ble, teachers should implement adaptations that meet a wide array of
student needs.

Finally, a common issue confronting teachers is the "Robin Hood"
effect (Slavin, Karweit, & Madden, 1989). Some parents, teachers,
administrators, and even students are concerned that adaptations
require stealing time and resources from the "rich" (higher-achieving
students) to give to the "poor" (lower-achieving students). The author
observed a higher-achieving fourth grader who spent most of her
school day tutoring a student with learning disabilities. While student
pairing is an excellent instructional adaptation, in this case it was
overused, to the detriment of both students.

In selecting and implementing adaptations, the following ques-
tions can help teachers think about potential benefits:

How does the adaptation benefit the student with disabilities?

Can other students benefit from the adaptation as well?

How can I implement the adaptation so that it enhances and does
not detract from the learning of other students in the classroom?



7. Limelight

Successful adaptations do not place undue attention
on the student with disabilities or put the student in a
potentially embarrassing situation.

Recently a parent of a child with learning disabilities told the author,
"My daughter refuses to have any individualized adaptations. She
doesn't want to appear different from other students. She'd rather do it
herself and fail than be in the spotlight." Parents, teachers, and stu-
dents echo this theme. As much as possible, the adaptation should be
a normal part of the classroom activities. Thus, it is important to think
of the following question when planning for implementation of an
adaptation:

How and when can I implement the adaptation so that it does not
put the student with disabilities in an unfavorable position?

8. Evaluated

Successful adaptations are evaluated on an ongoing basis.

Once an adaptation is implemented, it needs to be evaluated periodi-
cally. The teacher should evaluate the adaptation to see whether
desired results are being obtained. If not, adjustments and alternatives
need to be considered. If so, fading or perhaps eliminating the adapta-
tion may be appropriate.

The evaluation should also engage parents, students, and, when
possible, administration and support personnel in the process. In some
districts, support team and IEP meetings include the parents, teacher,
resource teacher, administrator, school psychologist, speech patholo-
gist, and others. During parent conferences the adaptation can be
explained and reviewed to obtain parental input about the academic
and social impact of the adaptation. Even very young students have
definite opinions about what helps them learn and what does not.
From time to time student evaluations of an adaptation can be con-
ducted to find out what students think.

Questions to guide thinking about evaluation of adaptations are as
follows:
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How effective is the adaptation in promoting learning for the stu-
dent?

What impact does the adaptation have on the social adjustment of
the student?

What does the student like and dislike about the adaptation?

What do the parents like and dislike about the adaptation?

What do I need to change about the adaptation?

Is the student ready to take on a higher level of independence?
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2
Making Adaptations

to Instructional Materials

The eight principles of adaptation selection (FLEXIBLE) can be useful
in the selection and evaluation of an individual adaptation. This chap-
ter provides not only specific examples of adaptations of instructional
materials, but also frameworks for planning and organizing for adap-
tations. Why? Over the years elementary general and special education
teachers have told researchers that they know how to make adapta-
tions. Their challenge is to know how to plan and organize the school
day and available personnel to make it all happen. For consistency, the
10 suggestions in this section are labeled adaptations even though some
of the suggestions are planning or organizational frameworks rather
than specific adaptations.

Adaptation of materials for students at the elementary level can
take many forms and can vary in terms of the amount of teacher
involvement (in planning, preparation, and instruction), student inde-
pendence, and requirements for additional resources. In planning for
support for an individual child or group of children, teachers can con-
sider adaptations from the following categories (Schumm & Strickler,
1990):3

1. Providing direct assistance.

2. Structuring lessons to promote learning from materials.

3Schumm, J. S., & Strickler, K. (1990). Guidelines for adapting content area textbooks:
Keeping teachers and students content. Intervention in School and Clinic, 27, 79-84.
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3. Simplifying and supplementing existing materials.

4. Teaching strategies for students to use materials.

1. Providing Direct Assistance

Perhaps the most demanding adaptations in terms of time and
resources are those requiring direct interaction of the student with
another human being. From the perspective of teachers, parents, and
students, one-to-one assistance in learning from instructional materials
from a trained professional is the ideal for students with extraordinary
educational needs. Direct assistance in learning from instructional
materials can take many forms:

Reading printed materials aloud to the student.

Providing guided instruction before, during; and after reading
printed materials.

Adjusting the pace of instruction.

Teaching prerequisite information so that students can use materi-
als independently.

Monitoring student understanding and mastery in the use of mate-
rials.

Reteaching if necessary.

However, providing such assistance is not an economic reality in most
general education settings or, increasingly, in special education settings
where the student caseload is unusually high. How else can teachers
ensure that students have the intensity of instruction and support they
need to be successful with the curricular materials? Teachers who are
the most successful in providing direct assistance are those who use
constructive collaboration with other professionals and enlistment and
empowerment of other adults and who promote positive peer instruc-
tion among students.

Suggested adaptations for providing direct assistance include the
following:

ESP-Plus: Toward Constructive Collaboration in Making Cur-
ricular Adaptations
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Enlisting and Empowering Other Adults: The Miami Reads
Tutorial Project

Direct Assistance from Peers (An ExampleRepeated Readings)

Adaptation 1: ESP-Plus:
Toward Constructive Collaboration
in Making Curricular Adaptations
One way to increase the amount of direct assistance available to ele-
mentary school students is through coteaching. Due to the inclusion
movement and the reduction of Title 1 pullout programs, more and
more classrooms have two or more professional teachers for all or part
of the school day. While coteaching holds the promise of more and bet-
ter adaptations for students with special needs, many general and spe-
cial education teachers have neither the professional training nor the
experience to work in such partnerships.

Two teachers with whom the author worked explained to her early
in the school year: "We make a perfect pair. I know what (she) is think-
ing before she says a word. We have ESR" Despite this optimistic atti-
tude, as the school year progressed their partnership unraveled, for a
variety of reasons. Since that time, conversations with over 200 gener-
al and special education teachers involved in coteaching partnerships
have taught us that intuition and assumption are insufficient for suc-
cessful coteaching to occur. Successful coteaching requires more than
extrasensory perception (ESP). Careful planning of roles and responsi-
bilities is imperative. This includes consideration of what adaptations
need to be made and who will prepare for and actually make those
adaptations.

What is the adaptation?

ESP-Plus is a series of recommendations for successful coteaching part-
nerships (Schumm, Hughes, & Arguelles, 1998). Successful coteaching
partnerships enable both professionals to maximize their potential as
educators and to provide all students with the direct assistance they
need. The recommendations are derived from a variety of data sources
(i.e., individual interviews, focus group interviews, and open-ended
survey items) included in a statewide pilot program focusing on gen-
eralspecial education partnerships (see Arguelles, Schumm, &
Vaughn, 1996, for a technical report).

Overall, teachers reported positive perceptions of coteachingnot
only in terms of personal job satisfaction, but also in terms of the



impact on general education and special education students. However,
teachers did offer recommendations for improving the coteaching
experience. Their comments have been organized around the abbrevi-
ation ESP.

E = Engagement, Expectations, Elasticity

Engagement. Both teachers need to be actively engaged in teaching
using a variety of grouping patterns (Vaughn, Schumm, &
Arguelles, 1997) and techniques for monitoring student under-
standing (Schumm, Vaughn, & Sobol, 1997).

Expectations. General and special educators may have very differ-
ent views of what to expect from students. Issues related to student
expectationsespecially as they pertain to grading and pacing of
instructionneed to be discussed and negotiated.

Elasticity. Working collaboratively necessitates flexibility. It is a pri-
mary ingredient for coteaching success.

S = Skills, Support, Structure

Skills. Recognizing the skills of each professional and developing
mutual skills (particularly communication and interpersonal skills)
can enhance the working relationship.

Support. Administrative support is especially important for the
coteaching partnership to succeed.

Structure. Classroom management (structure) issues can be more
troublesome than philosophical issues related to curriculum.
Constant communication about management issues needs to
OMIT.

P = Planning, Preparation, Parity

Planning. Collaborative planning time is a must. Without time to
make short- and long-range plans, the coteaching partnership can-
not exist.

Preparation. Ongoing professional development is needed as teach-
ers continue to prepare for new teaching situations.

Parity. If coteaching is to succeed, the basic premise must be that
there are two professionals in the classroom.
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What does it look like in practice?

Sandra Alexander (special education teacher) and Bart Miller (general
education teacher) coteach in a fourth grade classroom that includes
seven children with learning disabilities. Sandra teaches in three class-
rooms. Because all seven students have reading-related learning dis-
abilities, she is with Bart during reading and content area (science/
social studies) periods of the day.

At the beginning of the school year, Sandra and Bart set aside one
full day for initial conversations and joint planning. They used the ESP-
Plus framework to discuss basic issues related to coteaching. Several
important issues emerged. Bart had never taught in an inclusive class-
room before, so he admitted that he had much to learn about what to
expect academically and socially from the students with disabilities.
Sandra admitted that science and social studies content was not her
strength, but that she did have a great deal to share in terms of strate-
gy instruction and possible adaptations. They decided that they want-
ed to communicate to parents and students that they were a team.
Consequently, a desk was set up for Sandra to use while she was in the
room, and all correspondence related to reading and content area
instruction was sent to parents with both teachers' names.

A major part of their discussion revolved around roles and respon-
sibilities for making adaptations to instructional materials. Their goal
was to provide all students with the direct assistance they need to suc-
ceed. During the reading period, Sandra planned to pull a small group
of students for intensive word recognition instruction. She also agreed
to construct weekly story reading guides to help students with reading
problems participate in whole-class discussions of basal reader stories
and trade books.

For science and social studies, Bart volunteered to write study
guides for each unit if Sandra would provide insights for students with
special needs during their planning time. Sandra said she would enlist
volunteers from the fifth grade class to audiotape science and social
studies chapters for students with reading difficulties to listen to at
home. Both agreed to commit to weekly planning sessions to coordi-
nate their activities, and both agreed to be actively involved during
lessons to monitor student understanding and to make on-the-spot
adaptations as needed.

Sandra describes her partnership with Bart this way:

It works because we work at it. We started off with communi-
cation, and even though there's not a great deal of time for
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coplanning, it's our top priority It's important for the students
that we have our act together. When we understand our roles
and responsibilities, so do the students. We actually write
down who is going to do what. It's a living document that
changes from time to time, but we have found it helpful to put
our responsibilities on paper. The students know that help is
available from one or both of us. Moreover, since we divide the
preparation tasks for materials adaptations, we get the job
done. We have a rhythm now; we feel it and so do the students.

Having two professionals in the classroom offers the promise of
providing students direct assistance in learning from instructional
materials. However, it takes more than ESP to make it happen. It takes
engagement, expectations, elasticity, skills, support, structure, plan-
ning, preparation, and parity. It takes a new kind of professional col-
laboration between general and special educatorsa collaboration that
can only result in positive student academic and social outcomes.

What additional information is available?

Schumm, J. S., Hughes, M. T., & Arguelles, M. E. (1998). Co-Teaching: It
takes more than ESP. Unpublished manuscript. To obtain manu-
script, e-mail Jeanne Schumm (schumm@miami.edu).
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Adaptation 2: Enlisting and Empowering
Other Adults:The Miami Reads Tutorial Project
Classroom teachersparticularly at the elementary school levelstate
that their knowledge, skills, and confidence in making adaptations for
students with special learning needs is moderate to high (Schumm &
Vaughn, 1992). The greater problem for teachers is how and when to
find the time in the busy school dayin sometimes overcrowded class-
esto make those adaptations.
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Increasingly, teachers are being encouraged to engage other adults
in supportive teaching roles in the classroom (Schumm & Schumm,
1999; Wasik, 1998). The other adults might be parents, community vol-
unteers, service learning students from high schools and universities,
paid tutors, or other paraprofessionals. Adults who are empowered
with adequate training, are monitored and supported in their work,
and have well-defined instructional roles and responsibilities can pro-
vide students with direct assistance.

What is the adaptation?

Early prevention of reading failure has been a major concern of educa-
tors and policymakers in recent years. Obviously, if systematic, inten-
sive reading instruction is provided in the early years, the need for spe-
cial education and other remedial services in subsequent years of
schooling can be diminished. Unfortunately, many early intervention
programs are cost prohibitive in that they require one-to-one instruc-
tion, special curricular materials, and/or highly trained personnel.

In 1997, President Clinton launched the America Reads challenge.
The charge was to engage volunteers and paid tutors in a sweeping ini-
tiative focused on early intervention to prevent reading failure, with
the idea that all students in the United States would learn to read by
third grade. Part of this initiative was the funding of college work-
study students to serve as paid tutors in schools and social service
agencies. The challenge was how to recruit, train, monitor, and evalu-
ate literally thousands of well-intentioned but largely inexperienced
tutors.

Miami-Dade County Public Schools responded to this challenge
with a collaborative effort between the school district and local institu-
tions of higher education (i.e., Barry University, Florida International
University, Florida Memorial College, Miami-Dade Community
College, University of Miami). School district personnel spent a sum-
mer adapting and then field testing materials initially developed as
part of the Book Buddies program implemented in Charlottesville,
Virginia (Invernizzi, Juel, & Rosemary, 1997; Juel, 1991). Adaptations
included procedures for tutoring students who are English-language
learners, refinement of recordkeeping procedures, and refinement of
assessment tools. The target student audience was first grade students.
Instructional routines were developed to focus on rereading of familiar
materials, sight words, phonological awareness and letter recognition,
and reading-writing connections. The result was an instructional man-
ual, instructional materials, and training procedures for tutors, class-
room teachers, school reading specialists, and administrators. That
same summer an advisory committee consisting of school district per-
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sonnel, university personnel, and representatives from the community
at large met to discuss logistical components of the program (e.g.,
recruitment and training of tutors, monitoring tutors in the field, lia-
bility issues, parent communication, program evaluation).

During the 1997-1998 school year the program was started in 34
elementary schools and 8 community service agencies in the Miami-
Dade County area. Approximately 300 tutors worked with over 1,500
elementary school students during one-on-one tutoring sessions. The
Miami Reads Tutorial Project is exemplary not only in terms of what a
large, urban public school district can accomplish, but also in terms of
procedures that individual classroom teachers can use to engage and
empower other adults in providing direct assistance to students.
Following are 10 key components that contributed to the success of the
program:

1. Clear, systematic instructional procedures.

2. Curricular content and literature that are consistent with regular
classroom instruction.

3. Active learning that promotes student engagement.

4. Adequate training for tutors.

5. Adequate training for school-based personnelboth administra-
tive and instructional.

6. Designation of a school-based leader who can handle interviewing,
monitoring, scheduling, and evaluating tutors.

7. Assessment materials that clearly define a student's academic
needs and can track student achievement over a period of time.

8. A record-keeping system that is simple and direct, yet provides a
log of each tutoring session and a student's accomplishments dur-
ing the session.

9. Instructional materials that are inexpensive and readily available.

10. A system for familiarizing and possibly involving parents with the
program.

Because of the program's success, program planners have initiated
efforts to expand it. Parents and school volunteers are being trained as
tutors, Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) volunteers have been
brought on to supervise tutors in the field, and a tutoring plan for inter-
mediate readers is now in the development process.
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As Topping (1998) cautioned, tutors are not teachers. Tutors need
adequate training, careful monitoring, and carefully structured materi-
als. According to Topping, "tutoring should be complementary rather
than supplementary; it should never substitute for professional teach-
ing" (p. 48). Nevertheless, programs such as Miami Reads Tutorial
Project hold promise for direct assistance for students who would not
normally have that opportunity.

What does it look like in practice?

Olga Rodriguez teaches first grade in a Miami-Dade County Public
School. She has 34 students in her class. During the 1997-1998 school
year, Ms. Rodriguez's school participated in the Miami Reads Tutorial
Project. At the beginning of the school year Ms. Rodriguez and the
reading specialist in her school attended a full-day professional devel-
opment workshop related to Miami Reads. During that time they
learned about the content of the program, assessment procedures,
scheduling tutoring sessions, the roles and responsibilities of all key
stakeholders (i.e., administrators, reading specialists, teachers, tutors,
parents), and how to interpret the program to parents.

During the weeks following the training, Ms. Rodriguez worked
with the reading specialists in her school to administer pretests of
phonological awareness and letter recognition to her students. She
identified five students who she felt most needed one-to-one tutoring.
Each of the five students was tutored three times a week in half-hour
sessions by one of two tutors (college students) assigned to her class-
room. Ms. Rodriguez later requested that her part-time paraprofes-
sional also be trained in the tutoring procedures to fill in on the days
college tutors had exams or other commitments. All tutoring occurred
during the school day in a small room adjacent to the media center. Ms.
Rodriguez spent about 1 hour each week reviewing records from tutor-
ing sessions, making necessary adjustments in instructional plans, and
preparing reading materials for each of her students. During each ses-
sion tutors followed the instructional routine outlined in the materials
and amended by Ms. Rodriguez.

Ms. Rodriguez evaluated the program as follows:

The thing about the Miami Reads Program that I like best is
that it is consistent with my instructional program. The tutor
follows the same scope and sequence that I do in teaching sight
words and phonological awareness skills. The tutor is also able
to do repeated readings of predictable books that I introduce to
all students in my class. Without the extra help my five stu-
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dents get, they would be sure to fall through the cracks. They
need the extra practice that I just don't have time to give. The
recordkeeping system is greatI can see just how students are
getting along.

An evaluation of the Miami Reads Tutorial Project was conducted
to document the program (Schumm, Moreyra, & Young, 1999). Data
sources included student academic data as well as instruments
designed to elicit perceptions of the program from key stakeholders:
administrators, reading coordinators and classroom teachers, tutors,
and students (primarily first graders). Student academic measures of
reading and spelling indicated that students made progress in letter
recognition, letter production, phonemic awareness, and story reading.
Moreover, tutors and school-based personnel provided testimony
(through focus group interviews and surveys) to the overall progress of
students who participated in the program. Evaluation of the program
is ongoing. Students who participated in year one of the program are
being followed to track their progress in grades two and three. Data
also are being collected for students engaged in the second year of the
program.

Who can provide additional information?

Miami-Dade County Public Schools
Division of Language Arts and Reading
1400 Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL 33132
305/995-1949

What additional information is available?

Pinnell, G. S., & Fountas, I. C. (1997). Helping America read: A handbook
for volunteers. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
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Adaptation 3: Direct Assistance from Peers
(An Example: Repeated Readings)
When asked about reasonable adaptations teachers can make to sup-
port learning from instructional materials, some of the most frequently
cited adaptations are those involving peer support (i.e., cooperative
learning groups, student pairing) (Schumm & Vaughn, 1991; Schumm,
Vaughn, & Saumell, 1994). Fortunately, students like working in small
groups and in pairs (Elbaum, Schumm, & Vaughn, 1997) and appreci-
ate it when teachers provide structure in teaching students how to
work together and learn from each other (Elbaum, Moody, & Schumm,
in press).

What is the adaptation?

Nonfluent readers typically read in a piece-by-piece, word-by-word
manner and are slower and less accurate than fluent readers in decod-
ing. With such inadequate reading patterns, nonfluent readers typical-
ly fall behind their peers and do not find enjoyment in reading.
Moreover, because their reading is laborious, understanding of text is
hampered.

The method of repeated reading was developed to help nonfluent
readers improve fluency and, ultimately, reading comprehension.
Initially, repeated reading for students with reading and learning dis-
abilities was designed as a one-to-one clinical intervention (Heckel-
man, 1969; Samuels, 1979). This is not always possible for teachers to
schedule in the busy school day. How can teachers provide students
with the direct assistance they need to become more fluent readers?
Teachers can incorporate repeated reading in the weekly routine using
one or more grouping patterns so that peers can provide each other
with direct assistance and support.
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How to Teach It

Start by working with students to develop a purpose for repeated read-
ing. This can be done through a brainstorming session initiated with
the question "What are some things we learn that are improved with
practice?" Explain to your students that reading needs practice, too,
and best of all, reading practice can be fun!

Next, model repeated reading using the following procedure:

1. Select a book you will enjoy reading to your students again and
again.

2. Read the story aloud as if you were a child reading it for the first
time.

3. Include behaviors that might characterize a first reading, such as
stopping to focus on difficult words.

4. After reading, talk about some parts that were difficult for you, and
reread sentences to improve your reading.

5. Read the story a second time. During this reading, improve fluen-
cy, reduce the number of miscues, and add greater intonation and
expressiveness.

6. With successive readings, become more expressive, fluid, and ani-
mated to achieve greater fluency and to promote greater compre-
hension and enjoyment.

Repeated Reading in Groups

Repeated reading can be incorporated in whole-class or small-group
instructional routines. Big Books (i.e., books with large pictures and
words that can be seen by the whole group), posters, or overhead
transparencies are ideal for repeated readings in groups. Pointers can
be used to keep students on track.

Repeated Reading in Pairs

Students can be grouped in pairs to read to each other. This pairing can
be either informal or formal. The pairing can be with same-age or
cross-age peers (Bergeron, 1998).

Koskinen and Blum (1985) discussed a procedure for informal
repeated readings in pairs. With the informal pairing, each child selects
his or her own passage to read to a partner. The first reader reads the
self-selected passage three times. After the second and third reading,
the first reader tells the partner how his or her reading improved and
notes this improvement in a reading log. The listener provides support
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with new words as needed. Then the students switch roles and repeat
the process. The activity takes 10 to 15 minutes.

Classwide Peer Tutoring (CWPT) is a more formal, structured way
to provide students with paired practice (Delquadri, Greenwood,
Whorton, Carta, & Hall, 1986; Mathes, Fuchs, Fuchs, Henley, &
Sanders, 1994). CWPT differs from the informal procedure just
described in that teachers appoint pairs (usually one more proficient
reader with one less proficient reader), select reading material (at the
lower reader's independent level), and allow the readers to read the
same material to each other. The more proficient reader goes first, read-
ing aloud to the partner for 5 minutes. The less proficient reader reads
next, reading the same passage as the first reader. During CWPT ses-
sions, which last approximately 30 minutes, students complete the
repeated reading routine and also engage in correction, summariza-
tion, and prediction exercises. Students work with a carefully devel-
oped "script" that helps them to follow the sequence of activities and
to provide feedback in sensitive and productive ways. As students
work through the script they can earn points as a pair. Intensive
instruction is necessary to prepare students, but once the procedures
are understood, they become automatic.

Repeated Reading Individually

While direct assistance from peers is worthwhile and productive, it
does have its limitations. Some students need more interactions with a
trained professional to make progress in reading. There are several
ways teachers can structure practice for students who need more inten-
sive help in becoming more fluent readers. One way is through the use
of a tape recorder. The student can practice reading into a tape recorder.
When he or she is finished practicing and self-monitoring using a tape
recorder, then the student can read to the teacher. Of course, individual
practice with repeated readings can be facilitated by engaging the help
of classroom volunteers and parents. Teachers can plan for regular
monitoring of individual students' repeated readings by having "stu-
dents of the day." For example, the teacher might have three "Monday"
children who read to him or her during a center time. Other children
are assigned on other days of the week. This rotation provides a sys-
tematic way to plan for monitoring of student repeated readings.

What research backs it up?

Numerous research studies have documented the impact of repeated
reading in improving reading fluency and word recognition accuracy
and in playing a significant role in improving reading comprehension
(e.g., O'Shea, Sindelar, & O'Shea, 1987; Rashotte & Torgesen, 1985).
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Repeated reading is a key component in such instructional prac-
tices as Classwide Peer Tutoring. A substantial body of research under-
scores the potency of Classwide Peer Tutoring (e.g., Delquadri et al.,
1986; Mathes et al.., 1994). Moreover, Classwide Peer Tutoring is an
instructional practice that elementary school teachers and students
seem to like (Vaughn, Hughes, Schumm, & Klingner, 1998).

What does it look like in practice?

Ms. Yaden has planned a variety of repeated reading activities for her
second grade class. Each week she selects one trade book or poem
related to her current thematic unit for a whole-class repeated reading.
She selects books or poetry with predictable rhymes or story patterns.
Classwide Peer Tutoring is part of the regular schedule on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays. The activity takes only 20 minutes or so, but
Ms. Yaden has seen that her students have made progress in becoming
more fluent readers in a short period of time. From time to time she
takes a break from more structured Classwide Peer Tutoring and lets
children select their own reading material and their own partners dur-
ing the paired reading period.

Four of Ms. Yaden's students need even more practice with repeat-
ed readings and even more careful monitoring. She has trained her
paraprofessional in how to conduct repeated readings on a one-to-one
basis. Ms. Yaden has planned for daily practice sessions for each child
with the paraprofessional. Ms. Yaden has also scheduled a rotation so
that she can listen to each of the children at least once a week and
record their progress in their reading portfolios.

What additional information is available?

Fuchs, D., Mathes, P. G., & Fuchs, L. S. (1993). Peabody Classwide
Peer Tutoring reading methods (Unpublished teacher's manual).
(Available from Douglas Fuchs, P.O. Box 328, George Peabody
College, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37203).

Mathes, P. G., Fuchs, D., & Fuchs, L. S. (1995). Accommodating diver-
sity through Peabody Classwide Peer Tutoring. Intervention in
School and Clinic, 31, 46-50.

O'Shea, L. J., & O'Shea, D. J. (1988). Repeated reading. TEACHING
Exceptional Children, 20(2), 26-29.
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2. Structuring Lessons to Promote
Learning from Materials

Many adaptations are made on the spot during regular classroom
instruction. While a teacher is teaching a lesson, he or she may observe
that one or more students aren't getting it or may need additional sup-
port to learn a concept or skill or to complete a task. Indeed, most of the
adaptations classroom teachers make are incidental and in response to
immediate student needs.

While incidental modifications may be necessary and appropriate,
it is also imperative for teachers to be intentional in making adapta-
tions. Successful adaptations should be part of a comprehensive plan
for students with mild disabilities. As teachers get to know their stu-
dents, some student needs can be anticipated and appropriate adapta-
tions planned for before the lesson begins. The Planning Pyramid
(Figure 2) is a tool to help teachers plan for adaptations for diverse
learners. Although the Pyramid initially was designed for planning for
content area lessons, teachers can also use it to plan for multilevel
lessons in reading and mathematics.

Suggested adaptations for structuring lessons to promote learning
from materials include the following:

Planning Pyramid for structuring lessons for diverse classrooms.

Planning Pyramid for multilevel word recognition instruction.

Planning Pyramid for multilevel mathematics instruction.

Adaptation 4: Planning Pyramid for
Structuring Lessons for Diverse Learners
Elementary classes in the United States are becoming increasingly
more diverse in terms of their linguistic, cultural, and academic com-
position. This diversity becomes particularly challenging when teach-
ers plan for reading assignments. Although textbooks in all content
areas remain the primary tool teachers have for planning instruction,
the reality is that many textbooks are simply too difficult for students
who lack the decoding skills, vocabulary, and prior knowledge neces-
sary to read and comprehend demanding text material.

Three broad dilemmas face elementary school teachers as they
plan reading assignments in any subject area. First, textbooks are fre-
quently difficult in terms of readability level for at least some students
in the classroom. Second, textbooks characteristically are dense in
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FIGURE 2
Basic Components of the Planning Pyramid

What some
students
will learn

What most but not all
students
will learn

What ALL
students
will learn

Student

Instructional
Practice

Topic

Note. From Schumm, J. S., Vaughn, S., & Leavell, A. G. (1994, May). Planning Pyramid:
A framework for planning for diverse students' needs during content area instruction.
The Reading Teacher, 47, 608-615. Nancy Padak and Timothy Rasinski, Eds. Copyright by
International Reading Association.

respect to the number of new concepts teathers must introduce within
a relatively short period of time. Third, many teacher's editions of text-
books do not offer specific suggestions for helping teachers meet the
diverse needs of a variety of learners in their classrooms (Schumm,
Vaughn, Haager, & Klingner, 1994). Consequently, teachers often are
left on their own in thinking about how best to help all students learn.

While textbook adaptations and other effective instructional meth-
ods for helping students cope with difficult text are readily available to
most teachers, the gulf between preferred practice and prevailing prac-
tice still exists (Wood & Muth, 1991). Why? Research on teachers' per-
ceptions of textbook adaptations provides some clues (Schumm,
Vaughn, & Saumell, 1994). Elementary school teachers report that they
feel they have the knowledge and skills to make textbook adaptations
and that they generally are willing to make adaptations, but that they
sometimes do not make them because they are too time consuming or
difficult to implement when planning for the class as a whole.
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What is the adaptation?

To assist teachers in planning for textbook adaptations, Schumm,
Vaughn, and Leaven (1994) worked collaboratively with classroom
teachers to develop a framework for planning for diverse student
needs, the Planning Pyramid. The Pyramid is based on the idea that all
students can learn, but not all students learn at the same pace. It is a
tool for planning for differentiated instruction in general education
classrooms.

The Planning Pyramid is composed of five points of entry and
three degrees of learning (see Figure 2). There are five points, or axes,
of the Pyramid, which represent the factors teachers consider when
planning any lesson: (1) the topic, (2) the students, (3) the classroom
context, (4) the teacher, and (5) appropriate instructional practices. The
questions in Figure 3 are typical reflections teachers make when plan-
ning a lesson. The points of entry are interrelated and interdependent
and have a strong impact on lesson planning.

Using the insights gained from teacher reflection about the points
of entry, the next step is to determine what will be taught and how. The
degrees of learning help teachers think through the content of a lesson
(i.e., concepts or skills to be learned) and think about appropriate
instructional practices to help all students learn. The teacher first iden-
tifies these key concepts or skills and then categorizes the content in
terms of three degrees of learning: (1) what all students will learn (base
of the Pyramid), (2) what most, but not all, students will learn (middle
of the Pyramid), and (3) what some students will learn (top of the
Pyramid). Next, the teacher identifies instructional practices and adap-
tations. More intensive adaptations are necessary for the base of the
Pyramidmaterial that all students in the classroom should learn.

Teachers who work with the Pyramid have told us that it is impor-
tant not to lock students into Pyramid levels. Depending on a student's
interest and prior knowledge of a topic, he or she may go right to the
top at times. Also, students with special needs may go to the top if
appropriate accommodations are provided. All students should have
access to all information. In no way should the Pyramid be thought of
as a way to track students or limit expectations.

Some teachers prefer to use the Planning Pyramid for individual
lessons, others for weekly or unit plans. Either way, teachers who have
used the Pyramid have taught us that clear identification of content
expectations helps them to communicate more clearly with students,
with parents, and with other professionals in the classroom.

To summarize, the Planning Pyramid is an effective planning tool
for structuring instruction in diverse classrooms. The intent of the
Planning Pyramid is to provide a framework for including all students
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FIGURE 3
Questions for Reflective Planning

for Diverse Student Needs

Questions pertaining to the topic:

O Is the material new or review?
O What prior knowledge do students have of this topic?
O How interesting is the topic to individual students?
O How many new concepts are introduced?
O How complex are the new concepts?
O How clearly are concepts presented in the textbook?
O How can I relate this material to previous instruction?
O When considering all topics I am responsible for covering

this school year, how important is this topic in the overall
curriculum?

Questions pertaining to the teacher:

O Have I taught this material before?
O What prior knowledge do I have of this topic?
O How interesting is the topic to me?
O How much time do I have to plan for the unit and individual

lessons?
O What resources do I have available to me for this unit?

Questions pertaining to students:

O Will a language difference make comprehension of a particular
concept difficult for a student?

O Will students with reading difficulties be able to function inde-
pendently in learning the concepts from text?

O Will a student with behavior or attention problems be able to
concentrate on this material?

O Will there be students with high interest or prior knowledge of
these concepts who would be anxious to explore the topic in
greater breadth or depth or share their knowledge with class-
mates?

O Will my students have the vocabulary they need to understand
the concepts to be taught?

O What experiences have my students had that will relate to this
concept? Is there some way to relate this concept to the cul-
tural and linguistic backgrounds of my students?

continues
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FIGURE 3 (Continued)

Questions pertaining to context:

EJ Are there any holidays or special events that are likely to
distract students or alter instructional time?

O How will the class size affect my teaching of this concept?
O How well do my students work in small groups or pairs?
O Which students need to work together?
O What access to materials do I have to teach this topic?

Questions pertaining to instructional strategies:

O What methods will I use to motivate students and to set a
purpose for learning?

O What grouping pattern is most appropriate?
O What instructional strategies can I implement to promote

learning for all students?
O What instructional adaptations can I implement to assist

individuals or subgroups of students?
O What learning strategies do my students know or need to

learn that will help them master these concepts?
O What in-class and homework assignments are appropriate for

this lesson?
O Do some assignments need to be adapted for children with

disabilities?
O How will I monitor student learning on an ongoing, informal

basis?
O How will I assess student learning at the end of the lesson?
O How will I assess student learning of lesson material at the

end of the unit?

Note. From Schumm, J. S., Vaughn, S., & Leave 11, A. G. (1994, May). Planning Pyramid:
A framework for planning for diverse students' needs during content area instruction.
The Reading Teacher, 47, 608-615. Nancy Padak and Timothy Rasinski, Eds. Copyright by
International Reading Association.

in the classroom as promising, successful learners who are full partici-
pants in the classroom learning community.

What research backs it up?

The Planning Pyramid was evaluated with elementary school teachers
who participated in a 14-week research project. The purpose of the
research was to determine feasible ways to help teachers plan for dif-
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ferential student needs. Participants were required to plan their lessons
for science 'and social studies using their assigned textbooks and the
Planning Pyramid. The qualitative study incorporated multiple data
sources, including individual and focus group interviews, written les-
son plans, and videotaped teaching episodes.

What does it look like in practice?

Ms. Martinez used the Planning Pyramid to design a nutrition lesson
for her third grade students. Ms. Martinez has 32 students in her class-
room, many of whom speak a language other than English in their
homes. Three students with learning disabilities (reading at approxi-
mately a first grade level) are included in her classroom during science
and social studies.

Ms. Martinez used school district curricular objectives and her
assigned textbook to identify key concepts to be learned during the les-
son. She also realized that the nutrition unit was one repeated in sub-
sequent grades as part of a spiral curriculum, so her students were like-
ly to encounter many of the concepts again. Fortunately, the nutrition
lesson was one that could build on students' prior knowledge of and
interest in food.

The Planning Pyramid for the nutrition lesson is included in Figure
4. Ms. Martinez first identified the key concepts that all, most, and
some students would learn. She then identified instructional strategies
for all students and adaptations for students with special learning
needs. It was important to Ms. Martinez that all students had access to
all information and that each of the students in her class had an oppor-
tunity to be a full participant in the lesson. She realized that some of her
students would not master all of the information, but she also knew
that her students would encounter the information again in upper
grades or through television/public service programs.

Ms. Martinez monitored student understanding using individual
K-W-L charts (Ogle, 1986). At the beginning of the lesson she deter-
mined what students already knew (K) about food labels and what
they wanted to learn (W) by having them record this information on an
individual chart. At the end of the lesson students recorded what they
learned (L). For students with severe writing challenges, a teacher 's
aide recorded their dictated responses. Observation of responses dur-
ing a sorting activity was a second way Ms. Martinez could monitor
student understanding. Overall, Ms. Martinez was pleased with stu-
dent outcomes. She noted that some reteaching was necessary (partic-
ularly in sorting foods by high and low fat, carbohydrate, protein) and
planned a follow-up center activity for students who needed addition-
al practice to master the objective.
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FIGURE 4
Nutrition Lesson Plan

Date: 10/9 Class Period: Content Unit: 1.1irtri-tion
Lesson Objective(s)- Introduce. -ducle.rths -to food labas

Materials
Food containers: cans, boxe-s,

bags
Rea.ding passage. from -text

Evaluation
Individual V..-W-L charts

In-Class Assignments
Sorting ac-tivitej

Homework Assignments
rind five, food la.bels a.-i- home;

bring -to class for group
ac-tivi-hj on Mondacj

LESSON PLANNING FORM

Pyramid Agenda

What some students will learn:
How and when food lobe-6

cha.nged in rece.nt Tars
Other componen-ts of food
labels

6 Whole._ cla.vs V..-W-L ac.-tivi-ni

What I It...nolu about food
t_L.want_t_o_leam

about- fond labels

What most students will learn:
How to interpret total fa.t,

tota.1 carbohmdrate, total
protein on labels
Food t Drug ficdministra.tion nit)
con-trols information on labels

2) Cnope_callve_ leAmina Ar.-hvi-hj,
reAd pa.s.sars alonirt- food

____Iabeis.;_aomple-tefoocLsoding
an-Mkt/3

What ALL students should learn:
U.S. government requires food

la.bels
Locate labels on food products
Sort foods bEj high and low fat,
carbohjdrate, protein

2)) Complete V.-1.41-L chart, Wha.1-
I learned a.bout food la.bels.

Note. From Schumm, J. S., Vaughn, S., & Harris, J. (1997, July/August). Pyramid power
for collaborative planning. TEACHING Exceptional Children, 29(6), 62-66. Copyright by
The Council for Exceptional Children.
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What additional information is available?

Schumm, J. S., Vaughn, S., & Harris, J. (1997). Pyramid power for col-
laborative planning. TEACHING Exceptional Children, 29(6), 62-66.

Vaughn, S., Bos, C. S., & Schumm, J. S. (1999). Teaching exceptional,
diverse, and at-risk students in the general education classroom (2nd
ed.). Boston: Allyn & Bacon.
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Adaptation 5: Planning Pyramid for
Multilevel Word Recognition Instruction
The topic of how best to teach word recognition to elementary school
children has provoked heated debate for decades. This controversy has
escalated in recent years, with researchers, educators, parents, and the
community at large becoming engaged in the debate (Adams & Bruck,
1995). The challenge of optimal word recognition for students repre-
senting a variety of reading levels is particularly acute in highly
diverse classrooms that include students for whom learning to read is
very difficult (Schumm et al., 1995).

One approach to providing appropriate instruction for all students
is through the use of multilevel instructional practices (Hall &
Cunningham, 1996; Vaughn, Hughes, Schumm, & Klingner, 1998).
Multilevel instructional practices are designed to provide for the needs
of students with a wide range of reading levels and to incorporate
adaptations for materials as needed. While a variety of grouping
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arrangements may be used to provide multilevel instruction (whole
class, small group, pairing), the composition of the groups is generally
heterogeneous. The basic premise of multilevel instruction is that all
students have an opportunity to "plug in" to appropriate instruction
and to receive support from teachers and from peers.

What is the adaptation?

The Planning Pyramid can be used to structure lessons for multilevel
word recognition instruction. Although the Planning Pyramid was
designed originally for content area reading instruction, after working
with thousands of teachers in scores of college-level classes and pro-
fessional development workshops, we have broadened the scope of the
Planning Pyramid. Teachers have demonstrated that the Pyramid is
also a viable planning tool for multilevel skills instruction.

In thinking about using the Planning Pyramid for word recogni-
tion instruction, the following questions need to be considered:

1. What is the word recognition competency to be taught?

2. What are prerequisites for this competency?

3. What does it take for students to master the competency (e.g.,
adaptations, extra repetition, support from an adult or peer)?

4. What are extensions and applications of the competency?

One multilevel instructional practice that is particularly amenable
to the Planning Pyramid is Making Words (Cunningham & Hall, 1994a,
1994b). Making Words (and its intermediate grade extension, Making Big
Words) is a word recognition/spelling activity that is designed for
whole-class instruction. The Making Words activity is based on word
families and leads students through a series of word-building and
word-sorting activities. Students like Making Words because it is fast
paced and involves the use of manipulatives (individual letters to
make words).

What does it look like in practice?

Ms. Wagner uses the Planning Pyramid to structure her Making Words
lessons on a weekly basis (see sample in Figure 5). The series of week-
ly lessons contains some review word patterns and a new target pat-
tern that all students should learn. Ms. Wagner frequently needs to pro-
vide additional practice sessions with a few students with more acute
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FIGURE 5
Weekly Making Words Lesson Plan

WEEKLY LESSON FORM

Week of: 5/9 Grade Teacher: Wasnar (2) Subject: Lana Ar-t-.4
Objectives: i2e.vieto -ar; -a-t pa.-t-t-erns In-troduce, -as pa-t-tern

Materials / In-Class Assignments

_Mon Making Word,s
manipidative,s

Tiles An Abnot
(nAle.11; ScholaMir.; 1992)

Wed Making tilorciA
rnanipola-hve.

Thnrs Priem. DrafpnA, Draerins

Fri

Evaluations. Spe.11ing

Homework Assignments

Mon LOnrd building at. home.

Tnes

Wed Dragon ar-t- prnr.r.-1--f1ll
dracsn wit -ag Loor

Thnrs Prac-hr.e.

Fri. TotAi-

Pyramid Notes

What some students will learn:
challe.nse. toorcisA
large, charge, cltagtr, magnet

/
What most sy.t eti

-ag Patt,irk

6 Ma-t-r.h 1411M-a hil-tin a Making

buddij (Tara)
2) Poll ViriA-1-a1 Thrun,

andCrackas_ftx_re.viea&_cr

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.

Word building
I2ead Aloud
Word Sorting
Choral l2e-ading
Spe.iling Test

Note. Developed by Ruth Rogge, Silver Ridge Elementary School, Broward County FL.
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reading challenges so that they can master the patterns. Lessons also
include words that are based on the review and target word patterns,
but they are more complex in that they contain beginning or ending
blends. Most students are expected to learn the more complex words
for the weekly spelling test. Finally, lessons include some challenge
words (usually multisyllable words) or "outlaw" words (words that
break typical patterns or rules). Some students will learn those words
as bonus words for the spelling test. All students are exposed to all
words in the lesson.

On Monday Ms. Wagner introduces the review and target words
through a whole-class word-building exercise that takes about 30 min-
utes. She has found that even though the students used letter tile
manipulatives during the lesson, some students need more support.
Therefore, she has provided two of her students with a "Making Words
Buddy"another student who can provide support and encourage-
ment during the lesson. She also sends home a list of words of the week
to parents. (Spelling words for the weekly test consist of Making Words
patterns, basic sight words, and key words from the basal reading
series). On Tuesday Ms. Wagner introduces a trade book or a poem that
incorporates the new word pattern for the week, and she reads the
story aloud to students. On Wednesday she repeats the word-building
activity and introduces a word-sorting activity to draw attention to fea-
tures of each word pattern. On Thursday she has all students do a
choral reading of the related book or poem. She also meets in a small
group with four students who have challenges in learning to read and
spell to provide additional practice. On Friday students are tested on
the review and target words. Some students, based on their spelling
needs, are graded only on the words at the base of the Pyramid; they
are encouraged to try the words at the middle of the Pyramid and the
bonus words at the top of the Pyramid.

Ms. Wagner has found that using the Pyramid for planning word
recognition and spelling instruction has helped her tailor her teaching
for individual student needs while teaching the class as a whole.
Students with disabilities are less overwhelmed and frustrated because
learning tasks are more manageable for them. Not only has she seen
improvement of student spelling on weekly tests, but she has also
noticed a transfer of what they have learned to their daily reading and
writing activities.

What additional information is available?

Carson-Dellosa Publishing Co. (1994). Introducing word families through
literature. Greensboro, NC: Author.
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Adaptation 6: Planning Pyramid for
Multilevel Mathematics Instruction
Many elementary students with learning disabilities experience diffi-
culties in basic mathematics computation skills and/or in problem
solving (Peters et al., 1987). These difficulties frequently inhibit full
participation in classroom mathematics instruction. Some intensive,
direct instruction of students with special needs in learning mathemat-
ics (either individually or in small groups) may be necessary. However,
with close attention to the scope and sequence of instructional content,
to teaching strategies (e.g., Howell & Barnhart, 1992; Montague, 1992),
and to the design of practice activities (e.g., Carnine, 1989) the level of
participation and success of students can be greatly enhanced.

What is the adaptation?

The Pyramid provides an excellent framework for mathematics
instruction. Many teachers have told us that most of their mathematics
instruction is whole class. Students with learning disabilities as well as
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other students with challenges in learning computational and problem-
solving skills were frequently lost and trapped in a downward spiral.
The Pyramid can help teachers think about attending to differentiated
student needs while thinking about the needs of the class as a whole.

In using the Planning Pyramid for mathematics instruction, the fol-
lowing questions need to be considered:

1. What is the skill or concept to be taught?

2. What are the prerequisites for this skill or concept?

3. What does it take for students to master this skill or concept?

4. What are extensions and applications of the skill or concept?

What does it look like in practice?

Mr. Miller teaches third grade students in a large, urban elementary
school. He uses the Planning Pyramid for preparing for whole-class
lessons in mathematics. As Mr. Miller puts it,

With the right adaptations, I can get all my students to the top
of the Pyramid! I still work with small groups of students to
help them develop their computational skills. Some of my stu-
dents have not become automatic in using basic facts or in
basic operations; they need extra help. But they also like to feel
part of the class; I don't want to separate them too much.
That's why I use the Planning Pyramidit makes me think
about adaptations and how they can provide support for stu-
dents who need that little boost.

Mr. Miller used the Planning Pyramid to develop a unit on money
(see Figure 6). He used manipulatives, calculators, and cooperative
learning groups to provide support for students who needed it. For
two students, he needed to provide an oral, rather than a written,
examination. As Mr. Miller told us, "All in all, planning for individual
differences doesn't take much more thne. It's worth the effort when I
see students succeeding and feeling part of what we're doing in class."

What additional information is available?

Cuevas, G., & Driscol, M. (Eds.). (1993). Reaching all students with math-
ematics. Reston, VA: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
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FIGURE 6
Unit PlanMoney

Unit Title: Money

Grade: 2

What SOME students will learn:
Write and solve money word problems.
Give correct change (act out and on paper).
Given a certain amount of money, pick two things that are affordable.

What MOST students will learn:
Add and subtract using pennies, dimes, and nickels.
Using price tags, pay for items with coins.
Read and write different money values.
Match coins with certain prices.
Show money equivalents between dimes, nickels, pennies, and quar-
ters.

What ALL students will learn:
Use terms penny, nickel, dime, quarter, cost, price, buy, sell, and
money
Act out the process of "buying" and "selling" goods.
Recognize and name the penny, nickel, dime, and quarter.
Recognize the cent symbol.
Read price tags.

Equipment/Supplies:
Plastic money for manipulation.
Price tags.
Items to buy and sell.
Real coins for identification.
Create a store in the classroom.

Activities/Adaptations:
Play store.
Combine a hands-on manipulative approach with an audio/visual
approach to create an atmosphere where all students can learn.
Create a learning center with price tags for independent learning.
Use homogeneous and heterogeneous cooperative learning groups to
enhance learning for everyone.
Use peer tutoring for help with manipulations.

Assessment:
Observational rubrics.
Problems of the day.
A final test.
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3. Simplifying or Supplementing
Existing Materials

One goal of the Planning Pyramid is to provide'all students with access
to the curriculum. Teachers, researchers, parents, and even students
frequently express concern that students with disabilities have limited
exposure to the general education curriculum or that the curriculum is
minimized to the point that students are inhibited in their opportunity
to learn. At the elementary school level, students with special learning
needs frequently can become full participants in regular classroom
instruction with adaptations made by simplifying or supplementing
existing materials. The goal is not to reduce content, but to provide
tools for students to access content in the fullest sense. Simplification of
existing materials can take many forms:

Rewriting instructional materials in a simplified format.

Providing summaries, graphic organizers, or outlines of instruc-
tional materials.
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Developing study guides to provide support before, during, and
after reading.

Reducing the length of reading or math assignments.

Adjusting the pacing of assignments to allow for rereadings.

Color-coding textbooks to highlight key concepts and new vocab-
ulary.

Audiotaping textbook content.

Supplementing existing materials involves the use of alternative
materials to help students master the same content or skills presented
in the general curricular materials. Such adaptations include using

Direct experiences.

Films or videotapes.

Computer software.

Simplifying or supplementing existing materials can be time con-
suming for teachers. They try to make all of the adaptations themselves
at the last minute and are not satisfied by the product. Teachers who
plan for such adaptations in advance frequently engage parent volun-
teers or paraprofessionals in adapting materials.

When done in an organized manner, providing instructional
"training wheels" for students is worth the effort. Students of all
achievement groupings appreciate teachers who make adaptations for
students who need them, and most students prefer using materials that
are identical to those used by their same-age peers (Vaughn, Schumm,
Niarhos, & Daugherty, 1993). Advance planning can help a teacher cre-
ate materials that will make these types of adaptations routine and pro-
vide a bank of resources to draw upon for future classes. Volume 3 of
this series provides concrete suggestions for implementation of such
adaptations. Adaptations described in this section are

Story Reading Guides.

Audiotaping.

Adaptation 7: Story Reading Guides
Story reading can and should be enjoyable for elementary school stu-
dents. Unfortunately, even when students' decoding is adequate, story
reading assignments are troublesome for some young readers. Some
children have difficulty with the cognitive task of remembering and
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retrieving story details and key story components. Others are unfamil-
iar with basic story structure due to lack of exposure to literature. Still
other youngsters are familiar with alternative story structures due to
cultural differences or are more comfortable with oral storytelling tra-
ditions than with sharing stories through print.

One way to provide students with a "blueprint for learning" from
narrative text is a story reading guide. Story reading guides are a way
to structure reading and learning from stories to enhance students'
comprehension and their ultimate appreciation of the author's words.
They are a way to simplify story reading assignments.

What is the adaptation?

Story reading guides can take a number of forms. Idol and Croll (1987)
and Zipprich (1995) have suggested the use of story maps or webs
graphic organizers that students complete as they read a story.
Components of a story map include setting and key elements of the
plot. For primary grade students and other early readers, Smith and
Bean (1983) suggested the use of picture representations. After listen-
ing to or reading a story, students illustrate key story features in car-
toon-like form.

The Guide for Story Reading (Figure 7) not only provides students
with a way to record key story components while reading, it also pro-
vides a strategy guide for before and after reading. The Guide for Story
Reading consists of five steps:

1. Get Ready. Activities before reading that help students get involved
in the story, activate prior knowledge about the story's setting and
focus, and predict what the story will be about.

2. Get Set. A set of activities to complete after reading the first few
pages of the story.

3. Go. Activities during reading that prompt active reading.

4. Cool Down. Activities to complete immediately after reading the
story that promote immediate recall and help students record
information to review for tests or classroom discussion.

5. Follow Up. Activities to promote critical thinking about the story or
to promote appreciation. Follow-up activities can include art, writ-
ing, drama, cooking, or additional reading activities.

What research backs it up?

Research in explicit instruction in story elements indicates that such
instruction can help students identify most relevant information (Idol
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FIGURE 7
Guide for Story Reading

STEP 1: GET READY

Read the title page.
Skim through the book, looking at illustrations.
Answer these questions:

What is the title of the story?

Who is the author of the story?

Who is the illustrator of the story?

What is the setting of the story?

Time in history

Place

What do I predict this story will be about?

STEP 2: GET SET

Read the first few pages or first chapter.
Identify the main characters in the story.
Answer these questions:

Who are the main characters in the story?

Do the characters remind me of anyone I know?

STEP 3: GO

Read the rest of the story.
Stop from time to time while reading to summarize what is going on
in the story and to react to the story.
Revise any of the information that you have already recorded above.
Answer these questions:

What are the key events in the story?

What were the major problems that the character(s) had?

How did they solve their problems?

continues
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FIGURE 7 (Continued)

STEP 4: COOL DOWN

Think about what you read.
Answer these questions:

What was the part of the story you liked best?

What was the part of the story you liked least?

Would you recommend this story to a friend? Why or why not?

STEP 5: FOLLOW UP

Think about a follow-up for this book. Write down our next activity.

Note. From The reading tutor's handbook: A common-sense guide to helping students read and
write, by Jeanne Shay Schumm, Ph.D., and Gerald E. Schumm, Jr., D.Min., ©1999. Used
with permission from Free Spirit Publishing, Minneapolis, MN; 1-800-735-7323;
wwwfreespirit.com; ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

& Cron, 1987), better understand story structure (Beck & McKeown,
1981), and improve students' story writing (Gambrell & Chasen, 1991).
Furthermore, self-questioning during reading can improve story com-
prehension (Carnine & Kinder, 1985).

What does it look like in practice?

Marilyn Eaton started the school year with a plan for teaching her third
graders a way to read and appreciate as well as to write stories. She
realized from previous years' experience that many of her students
found this task to be daunting and that she needed to provide support
for them in simplifying an overwhelming task. Her plan included the
use of a Guide for Story Reading.

At the beginning of the year, Marilyn used the Guide for Story
Reading as a whole-class activity related to stories she read aloud in
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class. She used teacher modeling and guided instruction to help stu-
dents become familiar with the five steps. Marilyn said, "I'm happy that
I started this as a listening activity I selected stories that I knew they
would find interesting. We were able, then, to focus on the steps of the
Guide for Story Reading and really get a handle on the sequence."

Marilyn then decided to pull a group of five students to demon-
strate how to use the Guide for Story Reading as a cooperative learn-
ing activity. The students read a short story aloud to each other and
worked together before, during, and after reading to complete the
guide. The group presented the process to the whole class in a "fish
bowl" demonstrationthe group sitting in the middle of the classroom
with other students all around.

As the school year progressed, Marilyn continued using the coop-
erative learning activity once a week to help students read basal read-
er stories or short trade books. She also had students use the question
prompts in the guide for students to plan their own narrative writing.
As she observed students in the cooperative learning groups, she noted
that a few students with reading and learning disabilities needed addi-
tional support. Consequently, she pulled a small group of students for
a teacher-led series of lessons to provide additional instruction in using
the guide.

Marilyn evaluated the Guide for Story Reading as follows:

Toward the end of the year I really began seeing results. Not
only have students improved in their story reading skills, the
quality of their story writing has improved as well. The guide
was a tool I initially wanted to use to simplify the task of story
reading and writing for students with special needs. What I
discovered is that all students have benefited. The cooperative
learning groups were extremely helpful for providing students
with extra support and practice. The groups got really creative
in working together to create follow-up activities.

What additional information is available?

Boyle, J. R., & Yeager, N. (1997). Blueprints for learning: Using cogni-
tive frameworks for understanding. TEACHING Exceptional
Children, 29(4), 26-31.

Hagood, B. F. (1997). Reading and writing with help from story gram-
mar. TEACHING Exceptional Children, 29(4), 10-14.

Montague, M., & Graves, A. (1993). Improving students' story writing.
TEACHING Exceptional Children, 25(4), 36-37.
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Adaptation 8: Audiotaping
One of the questions most frequently posed by classroom teachers for
second grade and up is, "What can I do to keep a child in other subject
areas if he or she just can't decode or write?" Study guides will not
work. One-to-one instruction with a trained professional is not feasible.
The most frequent answer to this most frequent question is: Use audio-
tap es.

Intuitively, audiotaping makes sense. If the teacher cannot be there
physically to read aloud to a student, audiotaping offers an alternative.
Audiotaping provides students with access to information so that they
can continue to learn vocabulary and concepts. Audiotapes of com-
monly used textbooks are available from the nonprofit organization
Recordings for the Blind and Dyslexic for students with visual impair-
ments as well as students with learning disabilities. Fiction books are
available from Talking Books, and most public libraries carry book-
and-tape sets. Moreover, commercial audiotaped booksare more acces-
sible than in the past and are more socially acceptable in the eyes of the
general public. If particular books are not available, teachers, parents,
volunteers, and other students can read assignments into a tape
recorder that the student with reading difficulties can listen to.
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What is the adaptation?

Audiotapes can be verbatim tapes that students can use to read along
with a textbook or trade book. In this way they can be an alternative
way to present assignments for students who have basic reading skills.
An audiotape can also be used as a substitute for a textbook. If a stu-
dent cannot read a text at all, the student can listen to the audiotape
instead of reading.

As Schumaker, Deshler, and Denton point out in Volume 3 of this
series, if students listen to a tape in a passive manner, little learning is
likely to occur. Strategies such as S.O.S.4 provide students with a sys-
tem for active listening to audiotapes through self-questioning.

The following are some basic dos and don'ts for effective use of
audiotapes as an instructional adaptation:

DO

Contact Recordings for the Blind and Dyslexic or Talking Books
considerably in advance of the lesson to order what students may
need.

Enlist the help of students, volunteers, and/or paraprofessionals in
recording audiotapes that are not otherwise available.

Provide guidelines for individuals who make recordings, such as
(a) speak in a natural voice and (b) speak at a pace that is consid-
erate to the listener.

Begin each tape by stating the title of the book or chapter, the
author, and the page number at which the side starts. Provide a
consistent system as you develop your library of tapes.

Provide students with a simple listening guideparticularly if the
textbook is too difficult for the student to follow along.

Use audiotapes to record key ideas from mathematics books, par-
ticularly math word problems and directions for completing math
assignments.

Construct some audiotapes that are paraphrases of the textbook or
that pull out key ideas from the textparticularly if recording or
listening time is limited.

4S.O.S: Survey, Obtain Information, Self-test. This adaptation can be found in Volume 3
of this series, Adapting Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science Materials for the Inclusive
Classroom, pp. 34-36.
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Prerecord tests that students are unable to read so that they are not
dependent on the teacher and the teacher can attend to all stu-
dents' needs during test taking.

Allow all students access to audiotaped materials for some parts of
their instruction, including gifted and talented students who may
have advanced assignments (e.g., they can compare an author's
reading of a text to their own interpretation).

DON'T

Place students who cannot read in an embarrassing situation in the
use of audio equipment. Find a quiet place, enlist the help of the
special education teacher or parent, or provide a listening buddy.
Students will not want to use audiotapes if there is a negative stig-
ma associated with the process.

Use audiotapes as a substitute for intensive reading instruction.

Audiotapes should be thought of as a temporary tool to convey
information, not as a permanent substitute for learning to read.

What does it look like in practice?

Michael Voss is a fifth grade general education teacher. Miguel, a stu-
dent with learning disabilities, is included in his classroom during
math class. Miguel's calculation and problem-solving skills are on or
above grade level. However, he cannot read well enough to read the
mathematics textbook or math problems. At a conference at the begin-
ning of the school year, Miguel's mother and father explained that they
wanted to help Miguel, but that their own knowledge of math concepts
was dated at best, and they were afraid that they would only confuse
him if they tried to help at home.

Michael enlisted the help of a retired math teacher, Sam Young, to
make audiotapes for Miguel. The volunteer paraphrased or read ver-
batim key concepts in the textbook. Sam also inserted questions along
the way to help Miguel think about new ideas being presented. Sam
read all directions for practice exercisesalways inserting page num-
bers so Miguel could follow along. He also recorded all word problems
so that Miguel could complete all homework assignments. Making the
audiotapes was time consuming but worthwhile. Miguel's parents
were appreciative of the tapes and scheduled regular homework time
for him to use the tapes to complete assigned work.
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Who can provide additional information?

Recordings for the Blind
and Dyslexic

20 Roszel Road
Princeton, NJ 08540
1-800-221-4792

Talking Books
National Library Service

for Blind and Physically
Handicapped

Library of Congress
1291 Taylor Street, NW
Washington, DC 20542
202/707-5100

What additional information is available?

Hammeken, P. A. (1995). Inclusion: 450 strategies for success. Minne-
tonka, MN: Peytral.

Meese, R. L. (1992). Adapting textbooks for children with learning dis-
abilities in mainstreamed classes. TEACHING Exceptional Children,
24(3), 49-51.

4. Teaching Strategies for
Using Materials

One of the ultimate goals of teaching is to help students become inde-
pendent learners. Learners who are knowledgeable about a variety of
strategies for learning and who are aware of how and when to use
those strategies are on their way to becoming successful learners on
their own. Some children are strategic learners by nature; others can
become strategic with a few hints and prompts. However, many stu-
dents need adaptive instruction and additional support to make the
strategies part of their ongoing learning repertoire.

Adaptations in this section include

Collaborative Strategic Reading.

SIR RIGHT: A Strategy for Math Problem Solving.

Adaptation 9: Collaborative Strategic Reading
College professors complain that freshmen students do not know how
to read and learn from textbooksand they blame high school teach-
ers. High school teachers complain that students do not know how to
read and learn from textbooksand they blame middle school teach-
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ers. Middle school teachers blame elementary school teachers, teachers
blame either students or parents, and so it goes.

Most elementary and middle school reading curricula at least men-
tion strategies for reading expository (informational) text. Frequently,
however, students are not provided with enough supervised practice
to make the strategies part of their ongoing repertoire of reading and
study practices. Simply being "aware" of a strategy is not enough
particularly for students with reading and learning disabilities. What is
needed is systematic and intensive practice in applying strategies to
content area text with lots of support from both teachers and peers. The
cycle of blame will end only when students truly are provided with
opportunities to become independent, strategic learners early on.

What is the adaptation?

Collaborative strategic reading (CSR) combines both reading compre-
hension strategy instruction to provide students with systematic ways
to read and learn from text and collaborative learning to provide stu-
dents with the support they need from peers. It is most appropriate for
students in grades three and higher. Some third grade teachers have
reported that they first introduce CSR in third grade in small groups as
part of a teacher-led center activity and later work toward cooperative
learning groups. In addition, teachers in lower grades have introduced
the language of CSR in whole-class reading activities.

The CSR routine actually includes four strategies that many ele-
mentary school teachers already incorporate in their reading curricu-
lum: preview (generating prior knowledge and prediction about the
topic), "click and clunk" (clarifying difficult vocabulary), get the gist
(determining the main idea of units of text), and wrap up (summariz-
ing the key ideas of the assigned passage and predicting questions that
might be on a test). Each strategy is introduced one at a time to the
whole class through teacher and student modeling. Students then
implement the strategies in their cooperative learning groups.

The cooperative learning groups consist of four or five students.
Each student is assigned a role and keeps that role for several weeks.
Roles can include leader (guides fellow students through the strate-
gies), clunk expert (leads discussion about how to "fixup clunks," con-
fusion about difficult vocabulary), time keeper, recorder, and encour-
ager. The cooperative learning groups ensure that all students have an
opportunity to participate and be truly active learners.

During CSR sessions the teacher's role is to introduce the topic
(including particularly difficult technical vocabulary students are like-
ly to encounter), facilitate and monitor cooperative learning among
small groups, and summarize key points at the end of the lesson.
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Teachers frequently balance CSR sessions with other content area
learning activities such as projects, experiments, and other hands-on
activities. CSR sessions might be held twice a week (for approximately
1 hour), with other activities and tests being scheduled on remaining
days.

What research backs it up?

CSR has been investigated in isolation (Klingner, Vaughn, & Schumm,
1998) and as part of a comprehensive reading plan (Vaughn, Hughes,
Schumm, & Klingner, 1998) in general education classrooms that
include students with disabilities and students who are English-lan-
guage learners. It has also been investigated in special education set-
tings with students who use English as a second language (Klingner &
Vaughn, 1996). These investigations have yielded encouraging findings
about the impact of CSR on the reading comprehension, vocabulary
acquisition, and mastery of content area information on teacher-made
tests. Teachers have taught us that CSR is more difficult to get up and
running than some other instructional practices because it involves
multiple strategies and cooperative learning. Nevertheless, persistence
pays off. When CSR is used on an ongoing basis students become more
strategic learners and learn how to study together in productive ways.

What does it look like in practice?

Mrs. Burt uses CSR for science instruction twice a week (Tuesdays and
Thursdays). Mondays and Wednesdays are days for experiments.
Fridays are for whole-class review or tests.

Mrs. Burt realizes that the purpose of CSR is slow and careful read-
ing. It takes time. Therefore, she selects passages from the science text-
book that focus on key ideas and that she really wants students to learn
for a test. It would be impossible to read the entire chapter during CSR
lessons, so Mrs. Burt also provides a study guide for students to use for
reading the chapter as a whole.

Mrs. Burt begins each CSR lesson by introducing the topic for the
day and teaching two or three technical vocabulary words that she
knows are probably unfamiliar to most students and that they will
need to learn. Students then preview the entire assignment for the day
in their cooperative learning groups, thinking about what they already
know about the topic and what they can predict they will learn.
Students then read the assigned passage one paragraph at a time. After
each paragraph they clarify unfamiliar terms (click and clunk) and
work together to decide on the main idea of the paragraph (get the
gist). The group's time keeper moves the group along and helps to
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keep students on task. Mrs. Burt circulates around the room to help
clarify misconceptions, teach when needed, and ensure that all stu-
dents are actively involved. Toward the end of the lesson students
work in their groups to complete a wrap-updetermining the main
ideas and concepts they learned and what questions are likely to be on
a test. Mrs. Burt concludes the lesson with a whole-class discussion
about key ideas and questions.

Mrs. Burt has this to say about CSR:

What I like most about CSR is that my students with reading
and learning disabilities have learned to take risks. They have
learned that "clunks" are OKthat it is OK to ask questions
and get clarification about what is new or unfamiliar. Best of
all, CSR is helping all my students become more strategic read-
ers. I used to teach SQ3R5 once or twice a year, and students
never caught on. I have learned that students of all achieve-
ment levels need regular practice with strategies if they are
ever really going to learn to use them on their own.

What additional information is available?

Johnson, D. W., & Johnson, R. T. (1989). Cooperative learning: What
special educators need to know. The Pointer, 33(2), 5-10.

Klingner, J. K., & Vaughn, S. (1998). Using collaborative strategic read-
ing. TEACHING Exceptional Children, 30(6), 32-37.
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5SQ3RThe Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Review strategy (Robinson, 1970).
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Adaptation 10: SIR RIGHT: A Strategy
for Math Problem Solving
Students with learning disabilities may have difficulty with basic
counting and computational skills in mathematics. Students with and
without disabilities also have difficulties in solving math word prob-
lems. Indeed, math word problems are the Achilles heel of many stu-
dents. (This was parodied in a Far Side cartoon that pictured Hell's
library stocked only with books consisting of math word problems.)
The fact is that word problems are designed to show real-world appli-
cations of mathematics. Their primary purpose (although it escapes
many a student) is to make mathematics genuinely come alive.

Solving word problems is a complex cognitive task. Thinl< about
what is going on: Reading and mathematics are merged; words are
sometimes used instead of numbers (e.g., dozen); the necessary mathe-
matics operation is not explicitly called for; and sometimes multiple
operations are necessary. On top of that, assuming that the correct
operation(s) are selected, careful calculation is needed to derive the
correct answer. No wonder word problems are overwhelming for ele-
mentary students! The complexity of solving word problems necessi-
tates strategic thinking. The dilemma is that many students with dis-
abilities lack systematic strategies for tackling word problems (Peters et
al., 1987).

What is the adaptation?

SIR RIGHT, developed by Radencich (in Radencich & Schumm, 1997),
is a strategy to help students tackle word problems in a systematic and
consistent way.6 The strategy consists of eight steps that can help stu-
dents become actively engaged in problem solving. The steps are as fol-
lows:

1. Start by reading the entire problem either aloud or silently. Do not
start solving the problem until you get the big picture.

2. Identify and highlight or circle all numbersincluding hidden
numbers (i.e., numbers written as words). If you can't write in your
textbook, write all numbers on a piece of scratch paper.

3. Read the problem again. This time, try to draw a picture of the
problem.

6From How to Help Your Child with Homework, by Marguerite C. Radencich, Ph.D. and
Jeanne Shay Schumm, Ph.D. @ 1997. Used with permission from Free Spirit Publishing,
Minneapolis, MN; 1-800-735-7323; www.freespirit.com; ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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4. Read the problem once again. This time, think: What is the prob7
lem asking for? What should my final answer be? What form
should my final answer take?

5. Inquire. Ask yourself: What operation do I need to use to find the
answer (add, subtract, multiply, or divide)?

6. Guess, to get a general estimate of what the answer should be.
Should I end up with a larger number or a smaller number?

7. Ham it up! Act out the problem ifnecessary. Try to make it real. Use
manipulatives if necessary.

8. Take a pencil and calculate the answer. Double check your answer
to make sure it makes sense.

What research backs it up?

While SIR RIGHT has not been investigated formally, it is based on pre-
vious research in reading and mathematics education. First, SIR
RIGHT relies heavily on repeated readings to improve comprehension.
Second, it includes key components of effective mathematics strategy
instruction for students with learning difficulties: use of manipulatives,
estimation, visualization, and self-checking (e.g., Cawley, Miller, &
School, 1987; Montague, 1992).

What does it look like in practice?

The general and special education teachers in Aileen Burt's school
decided to teach all students the same math word-problem-solving
strategy. Many teachers taught different versions of word-problem-
solving strategiesmany with similar components. What they found,
however, was that differences in sequence, language, and steps were
getting students confusedparticularly students who were not strate-
gy learners to begin with.

The teachers decided on the SIR RIGHT strategy because they
thought it would be easy for students to remember. They even identi-
fied a "knight in shining armor" logo to accompany bulletin boards
and handouts associated with the strategy.

In her fourth grade general education class, Aileen designed SIR
RIGHT strategy guides to help her students (see Figure 8). Overall,
Aileen saw the progress students made in using the guide and discov-
ered that they eventually internalized the process. However, even with
consistent and regular use of the strategy in class, she found that some
of her students with more pronounced reading and learning disabili-
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FIGURE 8
SIR RIGHT Strategy Guide

Directions: Read through each step of the SIR RIGHT strategy. After
you complete each step, make a check in the box to show that you
have completed the step.

Start by reading the whole problem. Don't starting solving the prob-
lem until you've read the WHOLE THING.

O I read the WHOLE problem.

Identify all numbers, including hidden numbers.
O I found all numbers, including hidden numbers.
O I wrote all numbers on a scratch piece of paper.

Read the problem again. This time, draw a picture of the problem.
O I read the problem again.
O I drew a picture of the problem on a scratch piece of paper.

Read the problem again. This time, think, 'What is the problem asking
for?" "What should my final answer be?"

O I read the problem again.
O I decided what the problem was asking for.
O I decided what my final answer should be.

Inquire. Ask yourself, 'What operation do I need to use?" "Do I need
to use more than one operation?"

O I decided what operation or operations to use. I am going to:
O Add
O Subtract
O Multiply
O Divide

Guess, to get an estimate of what the answer should be. Think,
"Should I end up with a larger number or a smaller number?"

Ham it up! Act out the problem if necessary. Try to make it real. Use
manipulatives if necessary.

O I tried to act out the problem.
or

O I used manipulatives to help me think through the problem.

Take a pencil and calculate the answer.
O I calculated the answer.
O I double-checked my calculations.
O I thought about my answer to make sure it makes sense.
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ties still needed more support. Aileen worked with small groups of
children to provide additional adaptations such as the following:

Reading problems aloud to students.

Rewriting problems in simpler language.

Color-coding or highlighting key information in problems.

Supplying problem-solving sheets that provide a framework for
plugging numbers into a calculation.

Supplying manipulatives or a calculator to assist with computa-
tion.

What additional information is available?

Cuevas, G., & Driscol, M. (Eds.). (1993). Reaching all students with math-
ematics. Reston, VA: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

Howell, S. C., & Barnhart, R. S. (1992). Teaching word problem solving
at the primary level. TEACHING Exceptional Children, 24(2), 44-46.

Lambie, R. A., & Hutchens, P. W. (1986). Adapting elementary school
mathematics instruction. TEACHING Exceptional Children, 18(3),
185-189.
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A Final Word

The introduction stated that this book is meant to be a handbookpro-
viding basic tools for organizing the classroom for adaptationsand a
sampler of materials adaptations that have been used successfully in
elementary school classrooms. T'he search for multilevel Mstructional
practices that can meet the needs of all learners and for materials adap-
tations for students with exceptional needs in the general education
classroom is still in its infancy. The need for research and development
in this area is imperative. In particular, there is a need for research and
development that involves all stakeholders: university researchers,
teacher educators, classroom teachers in general and special education,
parents, and students. This type of collaboration is warranted if the
goal is to integrate into classroom routines instructional practices that
promote learning for all students, are feasible for classroom teachers to
implement, and engage every student.
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